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The CMS collaboration is building a new inner tracking pixel detector for the 
High-Luminosity LHC. Each pixel chip will be controlled with a single serial input 
stream at 160 Mbps and will send out data via four CML 1.28 Gbps outputs. The 
modules will be connected with up to 1.6 m long low-mass electrical links to the 
low power gigabit transceivers (lpGBT) and versatile transceivers (VTRx+) that 
send the data optically to off-detector electronics at 10 Gbps. The development 
and the characterization of these components will be presented along with 
system tests of the readout chain.
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CAD design of the CMS tracker with e-links (purple) and port cards (green).
E-links range up to 1.6m for the barrel and 0.35m for the forward detector to 
connect modules to port cards. Port cards receive pixel module data in 
differential pairs over e-links at 1.28 Gbps. Then the port cards convert this 
data to optical links using low power gigabit transceivers (lpGBT) and send this 
data off detector at 10 Gbps over optical links using versatile transceivers 
(VTRx+).

Demonstrated performance of RD53A readout through e-links up to 2.0m. 
Hardware setup (left): Frontend Controller (FC7) connected to a Single Chip Card 
(SCC) with an RD53A chip via two Display Port cables, adapter, and e-link. Results 
of bit-error rate tests (right). The signal amplitude (TAP0) can be increased to 
reduce the bit-error rate.

Port card assembly mounted with three lpGBT and VTRX+. 

Eye Opening Monitor from lpGBT for the 
2.56 Gbps optical down link. The color 
scale shows the number of transitions of 
the high speed input compared to a fixed 
voltage. The region with high transition 
counts corresponds to the eye opening 
and demonstrates a strong optical signal.

Scan of bit-error rate vs. clock sampling phase and equalization setting for e-
port receivers on the lpGBT driven by the RD53A pixel readout chip over 
Display Port cable, adapter and Molex FPC cables. The eye crossing is 
evidenced by the drop in the bit-error rate at phase 4.

Eye diagram of 1.28 Gbps 
differential signal from RD53A 
with height of 291 mV (signal 
amplitude setting TAP0 = 500).

E-links from 
barrel detector 
arranged on 
service cylinder

Port cards with LpGBTs
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Up	to	6	electrical	up-links	@1.28	Gb/s	per	module	to	LpGBT
Data	from	L1	accept,	monitoring	info	to	DAQ	and	control	system
Modularity	depends	on	hit	rate	(location)
Efficient	data	formatting	to	reduce	data	rates	(factor	~2)	
25%	bandwidth	headroom	on	e-link	occupancy

One	electrical	down-link	@160	Mb/s	per	module	from	LpGBT
Clock,	trigger,	commands,	configuration	data	to	modules	
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Electrical Links (e-links) Conversion to Optical Transmission
Readout Chain

Electrical link (e-link) specifications:
- Twisted pair differential signals
- Order of 7k data readout pairs at 1.28 Gbps
- Order of 4k control pairs at 160 Mbps
- Length up to ~1.6m
- Low mass

Cross section differential pair 
for 36 AWG e-link: copper 
(red) and polyamide (green).

External crosstalk between e-links has a small effect on data readout.
Measured the effect of external crosstalk between separate intertwined e-
links. A victim e-link is connected between a Frontend Controller (FC7) and 
Single Chip Card (SCC), which hosts an RD53A chip. The aggressor e-link is 
connected to a KC705 and has all four data channels sending signals.

Internal crosstalk between channels has a small effect on signal. For two 
different 1.4m cables, bit error rate scans measured using a KC705 are 
comparable with (left) and without (right) crosstalk present. Effects of nominal 
internal crosstalk between different channels on the same e-link is small. 

Conclusion
Current studies demonstrate good e-link performance for data readout at 
1.28 Gpbs, even when crosstalk is present. Furthermore, using lpGBTs and 
VTRX+’s, port cards can establish good electrical links with the RD53A and 
optical links with data acquisition electronics.
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Studying transmission characteristics of e-links.

Crosstalk studies.
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